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I have little to complain about regarding a lack of
understanding amongst those who have long been attached
to my works of spiritual teaching. However, I have much
greater cause for complaint against the view, still prevalent
amongst others, that I entertained the foolish intention
of preparing the way for a new religious practice, or of
securing a credulous circle of adherents lacking all critical
inhibitions in their willingness to believe in subjectively
coloured fantasies and speculations about things inaccessible
to our earthly, animal organs of perception. If I really have
to explicitly reiterate the point, let me do so here in the
most unambiguous manner possible: –
Both of these are as far as they can be from my intentions!
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So far, that I am at a loss to understand the short–
sightedness of the soul which can be the cause of attributing
these kinds of intentions to me, even after only a proper
reading of one of my books.
I must also defend myself most vehemently against being
indiscriminately lumped together with certain authors who
are only all too happy with the urge of the uncritical masses to
find an explanation for things which are inexplicable to them,
simply to make a name for themselves. Based on frivolous
speculations which come nowhere near to detecting what
is truly a mystery, they seek to create the aura of a seer
or – using obscure pseudo–science for prophetic effect – an
initiate in secret cosmic laws.

*
My books, wherever they appear, make happy men and
women of resigned and tortured souls.
This natural and necessary result of a life lived consistently
according to the conclusions derived from my teachings is
the only “proof” I give for the correspondence with reality
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of my accounts, – and it is the only fully valid one. I seek no
other! Far be it for me to produce “proofs” for that which
the lives of those living according to my words can always
prove.
Every attempt to integrate my revelations, teachings and
explanations into the systems of thought and perception
found in the mysticism of an ancient oriental and later
Christian orientation – simply because I make use of the
linguistic and conceptual heritage these systems possess and
they offer me a form which is currently without substitute
if I am to make myself understood –, must lead with all
certainty to a confused misinterpretation of my books.
Even the most ingenious and well–read mind will fail to
get nearer to what I have written if he approaches my
teachings using measures he has brought with him, or
derived from beliefs or philosophical “systems” close to his
heart which explain the spiritual in the world. Least of all
will one attain what could be found if the urge to make a
hasty judgement leads one into counting me amongst the
modern “Theosophists” or “Occultists”, or whatever other
name they like to call themselves. For here too I have not
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anxiously avoided using the terminology current in these
circles where it has offered me an aid to understanding.
We are really not very well endowed in the European
parts of the world with concepts and terminology which
lend themselves to a description of life in the realm of
eternal spiritual substance. This means that the writer is
not allowed to reject even one single word he has found, if
it seems to him to facilitate understanding and is to some
extent free of subjective misinterpretation. Rarely enough
are such words to be found!
All ancient oriental and later Christian mysticism was
only possible in humanity because that of which I give an
account was uninterruptedly present on earth from the
first awakening of the eternal spiritual spark in the souls
of a few earthly men in remote primeval times, – and a
true understanding of the development of religious ideas
presupposes a knowledge of this continual presence, in the
same way one knows the law of gravity.
“Mysticism”

is

nothing

other

than

a

subjective

misinterpretation of that inner experience which becomes
possible on occasions to individual, particularly predisposed
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or prepared people according to the given structure of
substantial spiritual life. The same experience with a marked
predisposition to purely observed knowledge and therefore
without the misinterpretation of the mystic, is at the
beginning of all spiritually based religions in which eternal
truths are expressed in “a dramatic form”.
“Dogma”: the creed which imposes an obligation on
adherents, is simply the definitive formulation of the inner
experience gained by the religion’s founder expressed in an
external form. It is only logical that every religious system
demands consent for such forms of expression.
It is not by attempting to unite all these obligating forms of
expression, as found in the dogmas of the very few religions
based on the spiritual experience of individuals, that you
reach the underlying cause of all higher religions, – it is only
knowledge of the structure of life in the eternal substantial
spirit which leads you there.
It is unavoidable that only such men can know of this
structure, primarily from their own experience, who
according to their eternal spiritual nature have been living
in this eternal life of the substantial spirit for eternity, and
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are therefore able to consciously perceive it in themselves,
in all its layers.
But they were at any time so unimaginably few that they
seemed to disappear among the millions inhabiting the earth
like a few milligrams of radium would disappear in the ocean
sand without the radiation emitted by them having in fact
vanished...
All other earthly men can only gain knowledge of the
structure of spiritual life from these few.
The criterion of the truth of this communication is the
gradual awakening of the soul in that realm of spiritual life
which corresponds to the capabilities and spiritual devotion
of the pupil, and the certainty thereby gained of the
individual’s integration into intransient, spiritually substantial
life which is individually conscious on all its levels.

*
The word “spirit” comprises a multitude of meanings in
everyday usage.
The activity of the human brain: thinking, deducing,
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conceptualising, is described as “spiritual” functioning, and
in this sense one speaks of the human spirit.
What the human spirit can achieve is naively intensified
into infinity and thereby becomes the concept of the divine
spirit.
But within Christian dogma one speaks of the “Holy
Spirit” as a “person”: a self–representation in God, although
the word “spirit” is no longer derived from an activity but
describes a distinct certainty within the divine substance.
The word “spirit” is used by me everywhere in my books
in this purely substantial sense.
I do not “fall back” in any way upon the Christian dogma
of the trinity, but have only drawn on it for the purpose of
understanding because I only speak of eternal divine spirit
when I seek to make comprehensible the structure of spiritual
life in which I live in the highest state of consciousness that
can be experienced by an earthly man.
At the same time I most vehemently reject any supposition
that I somehow seek to promote “belief” in my words.
What I teach is not confirmed by faithful consent but
only through the personal experience of those who act
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consistently according to my teachings, and I must in every
instance reject out of hand every judgement made on my
teachings where the judge cannot bring himself to live
according to their instructions over a long period of time.

*
Basically you can call every book I’ve written a secret
book, for in each one spiritual truths are set out, which can
be recognised only by the few readers who have already
begun to question in areas where my books provide the
answer.
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In these books truths are expressed which from the first
sounds of human language until my own earthly days have
never been revealed in such a way communicated through
words. What is said in them was always a secret belonging
to a few initiates and will continue to be a secret to all who
are not born for this knowledge. These books will only be
a cause of contradiction to them, and the mysteries which
bring redemption to the called will remain insoluble to those
not destined for redemption.
Books have been created here which open or close
themselves according to the spiritual condition of the
person questioning their pages. These books could not be
better concealed in any cave amongst impassable mountains
or any hiding place in the Asian deserts than they are on the
tables of booksellers and in the hands of uninitiated readers!
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Secrets which could be revealed to those for whom they
should remain secret are badly protected. What, however,
is expressed publicly in my books protects itself from all
those for whom it should remain a secret.

*
It is distressing and of concern to me that I have to mention
other erroneous views facing them. I find it hard to accept
that they originate from honest “good faith”.
Alongside other fanciful assertions, rumours would have it
that in my dogma–free teachings I am serving the cause of
the “Jesuits”, whilst another rumour would have me, in all
seriousness, in the camp of “freemasons” – indeed, “world
freemasonry”. Of course always: – for money’s sake!
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May I explicitly say here, once and for all, in the face of this
foolish whispering and murmuring, that I have never, at any
point in my life, had any allegiance or even belonged to these
or similar corporations (for this too has been claimed!);
likewise I have never shown any allegiance, directly or
indirectly, to any political party in any country.
I have also never belonged to a “theosophical” or “occult”
association and was never even a “pupil” of a member or
associate of these societies and communities, nor of anyone
who was well disposed to such assemblies. It has also never
occurred to me to “establish” any such association, even
though I willingly offer the advice and help I alone could give
to all who honestly seek spiritual growth. And never have
I appeared – not even in the most intimate circles – “as a
speaker”.
And this must also be clearly stated since there are people
who have never set eyes on me in their lives who blatantly
tell of the “impressions” they claim to have received after
“speeches” I never gave, in “meetings” of societies which
are completely unknown to me, in cities in which to this day
I have never set foot. –
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Certainly this irresponsible dissemination of all the
untruths about me has no effect or impact on my own self,
but it would not surprise me for a moment if people for
whom my life’s work brings spiritual help might become
deeply unsure as to whether they should put their trust in
this help.
Since I have, from the very first word of my public teaching,
given an account of myself and have left no room for any
doubt regarding my spiritual right and duty to teach what I
teach, those who have become uncertain because of untrue
reports about me are not without responsibility themselves
as they prefer to believe some fanciful informant instead of
my own conscious and responsible confession.

*
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I know, and can understand that my confession – I
would almost like to say here ironically: unfortunately! –
has something disconcerting about it for today’s Western
cultural circles.
If one would only also understand that this awareness of
the disconcerting in every confession I have given of myself
and my spiritual origins has, from the start, weighed heavily
on my soul, when ever bitter necessity demanded that I gave
such a confession of myself!
No one who hears this confession of what I have hitherto
been beholden to tell about my spiritual essence, grounded
in eternity and returning to eternity, can have an idea of
what I have, nonetheless, had to withhold because earthly
– and particularly Western – thought lacks the concepts
through which one could reach real understanding.
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Recently, aware of the most pressing physical signs
of the possibility of a sudden departure from this life, I
have found myself radically moved to deepen the unique
confession I have to leave behind, yet even here the limits to
communication are firmly established, and it was in no way
my earthly human desire to cross them in any way.
What I am beholden to tell about the characteristics of my
reverberating, weaving and diversely woven spiritually–born
life from the core of absolute eternal spirit to earthly, human
animal–nature, is determined by necessity to lead those I
address to the solid, immutable spiritual primary rock: – to
a location which could never give way under their feet, from
which every individual can, from a position of unthreatened
security, gain an insight into the eternal structure of divine–
spiritual, universal life which is the origin of existence of
every earthly man.

*
If I have only been able to create the whole of my work of
revelation in a continual struggle against an unprecedented,
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innate reluctance to reveal my own inner experience: – to
speak at all about purely spiritual things, – it is the case
that to this very day the obligation to tell of those things
pertaining to my spiritual, eternal nature has remained an
earthly torture almost impossible to bear. I would certainly
not subject myself to this torture if I were not unconditionally
obliged, – I would almost be tempted to say: – condemned –
by the spirit to do so.
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And hardly a single reader among the thousands for whom
my books are written might suspect what a self–torture is
involved in narrowing the familiar horizon corresponding
only to eternity, whose span is inaccessible to earthly
imagination, in such a way that one can move in concepts and
word formations available to general earthly comprehension
whose scope is, of course, not dependent on the degree of
learning of the individual but is determined solely by the
level of his spiritual consciousness.
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But the discussion of all these things runs the considerable
risk of being seen as an expression of incredible pride,
indeed, possibly also as a sign of rampant megalomania, for
nobody knows where he is if he himself lacks the faculty of
judgement.
Being capable of judging in things which pertain to the
eternal life of the spirit means, however: – knowing the
structure of this utterly substantial spirit, – and my books
have no other purpose than to teach how to see into the
deepest recesses of this structure filled with secrets. Thus it
is that an unprejudiced reception of my teachings will bring
about the surest criterion for the meaning of its contents
and for the justification of the author to be allowed to teach
what I teach.

*
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Internal and external certainty in the eternal substantial
spirit communicated by my writings is objectively ranked
above every historical formulation of religious faith, but is in
truth indispensable in providing a secure position for every
teaching relating to the divine in every community of belief
which places the highest value on the “confessing the truth”
of the articles of belief it has set up.
Religious communities of belief are nations of souls,
regardless of whether they are administered as republics or
monarchies, – regardless whether their distribution covers
one political state or the sphere of their influence stretches
over all the political structures on earth.
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The individual soul who feels attracted to such a nation
of souls and sees presented, the elevating powers which he
needs in a particularly effective form, should truly be in awe
of what he receives, but he will be in no greater awe of what
he continually receives in such a community of souls than he
is able to secure in the eternal in a way that neither other
confessions of truth nor doubt can threaten his belief.
I do not advise an individual to withdraw from a religious
community to which he is vividly attached, nor do I deny any
religious organisation which sees its task as the promotion
of the soul’s development, for diversity is a characteristic
of the divine–spiritual life, and diversity of soulful, religious
forms and views is also a part of the eternal divine order.
The truth of the one eternal reality can be expressed in
the most diverse formulations of belief, for this one eternal
reality is not only itself infinitely diverse, but can as well be
seen from countless aspects.
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For this very reason, however, – and evidently this needs
the clearest emphasis – my books are aimed at all people
and not just those who are members of a nation of souls.
Indeed, once again I must be quite definite in pointing out
that I primarily direct my works at those of my fellow men
who for whatever reason have left the religious community
of their birth and, now taken on responsibility onto
themselves, seek to attain the peace–giving destinations of
the soul they have intuited.
I believe that the insights they receive from my books
are most needed by them, for they are seekers out of free
will and admit to no knowledge of the path leading to their
destination.

*
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So, from the very start and obedient to the true purpose of
my mission, I have stepped gently past the doors of religiously
committed ones and those bound to the opinions of their
traditional teaching lest I awaken prematurely anyone for
whom the hour of his awakening has not yet struck.
There are enough awake and alert for whom what I have
to offer is a balm and comforting refreshment.
I am in awe of the truth of eternal, spiritual origin which is
essentially the same as mine, even if I find it bound up like a
mummy in the byssus bands of hieratic arrogance.
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But I have not come to render help to this earthly human
self–elevation.
Truly I respect all things I do not have to despise, but
there are spiritually ordained limits to my earthly human
urge to tolerate all earthly human things.
In these times I am the only one, numbered among those
who are the same as me in the eternal spirit, from whom
the world can learn about all those things which endure
beyond thought.
Fragile earthly man, subjected in his laborious, garish days
to all sorts of physical pain, – I truly do not belong to those
who in their physical comfort are induced to imagine that
they are elevated above the living realms of other earthly
man.
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Not a single spiritual experience in the eternal reached
my earthly consciousness before being pressed through the
bony sieve of earthly suffering.
No other way is possible, for eternal substantial spirituality
can only appear in the earthly sphere if what is now earthly,
which once – before the earth begot it’s life – had offered
itself up in the eternal, is also prepared in the earthly to
bear all physical suffering; suffering which for the sake of the
preparation in the spirit must be endured so that it can be
made worthless for the soul.
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No saying is as erroneous as that crudely materialistic
proverb, alien to all that pertains to the soul, which in its
ignorance states that a healthy soul can only live in a healthy,
animal body.
One can almost say the opposite is the truth, and it is
certain that there are healthy bodies with “sick” souls or
souls “killed” long ago in their millions against a single sick
body which, as an organism, is the expression of a sick soul.
One should rather ask: how is it possible that a healthy soul
can nevertheless live in a physically healthy body?
Let what has been stated here quite unambiguously be
aimed at all those who are disturbed by my earthly existence
because it does not correspond to their fanciful imaginings,
according to which anyone living consciously in the eternal
substantial spirit must be elevated far above all earthly
suffering.
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Just as behind the very dubious proverb quoted there is,
however, the truth that the brain must be healthy if the
soul is to entrust itself to it without being distorted in its
expression, so too is there also a truth behind those fanciful
imaginings, for truly, no earthly suffering of one conscious
in his eternal spirituality can ever reach him in his spiritual
consciousness, however much his earthly, brain–conditioned
consciousness suffers pains of the soul and of the body.
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Although it is possible for the individual who is conscious
of himself in the eternal spirit to significantly dampen the
perception the brain’s consciousness has for every signal of
pain sent by the body’s nervous system, the implementation
of this practice of diversionary concentration – which, by
way of a footnote, is taught in Asiatic countries by very
many people, who by no means are conscious in the
eternal spirit, to the point of virtuosity – would of necessity
immediately obliterate consciousness of experiencing itself
simultaneously in the body, in the soul and in the spirit,
and this, as a matter of evident necessity, would make it
impossible for me to fulfil the spiritual duties imposed on
me in the earthly sphere.

*
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Finally I must use something of reality to counter much
error in relation to the manner of my spiritual experience.
It is not my intention to defeat error, but I find myself
duty–bound to say as much as is needed to avoid blame if
erroneous views persist.
Although I consider that I have long given enough
indications of this matter, I continue to see from statements
made by many a reader of my books that they are unable
to rid themselves of the thought that my path to knowledge
must also have started with earthly questioning and an
earthly desire for knowledge in order to find my way to the
eternal.
The opposite is the truth!
My spiritual path led from the innermost eternal to the
realm of the soul and lastly to the earthly.
On this path the only concern was gradually to prepare
experience of the soul and earthly, brain–conditioned
knowledge to receive and be capable of comprehending my
spiritual being.
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In my earthly sphere I was never a seeker in the sense of
my brain having an urge to gain insight in things closed off
to thinking.
It is true to say I was once very thirsty for instruction
in the earthly sphere until my brain–conditioned , external
understanding was able to recognise what it was willing to
receive from it.
Even today I have not stopped being thirsty for instruction
in this way, and if I were to live another hundred years on
earth, I would unquestionably have the same thirst on my
last day.
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But of course, we are talking here of a very different thirst
for instruction; common to it is, however, that it can only
be satisfied by the eternal substantial spirit and only by my
own original spirit, even if help of this nature had to be
given me from the beginning of the awakening of my earthly
reason. Even today there would always be the same help, if
I could not do without.
One might well say that every intuition and enlightenment
is experienced by the recipient as coming from the spiritual
realm and presupposes receptivity in the soul or brain. In
my case, however, there are other factors at play.
The person who is blessed with an intuition, in the same
way as one who is enlightened, is in the earthly sphere only
partially aware of the sphere of the soul. What he receives
is offered to him by another essence, however he chooses
to experience and call this offering essence.
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But I was aware of myself in the eternal spirit, an
unimaginably long time ago, before the body was born to
me in the earthly which was to be conscious of myself also
here in the earthly realm.
This earthly brain was not permitted to know seeking and
urging beyond itself and had to be receptive to the eternal if
I was to become conscious in it in the way I am conscious of
myself- in it today. However, I can only become conscious in
it insofar as it can consciously receive me without destroying
its powers.
But apart from this, I am aware of myself without any
limitation in the sphere of my soul and – foremost – in my
eternal spiritual sphere.
The earthly imperfections, known to me in the smallest
detail, found in the words forming my teachings mainly
originate from the limitations within the powers of my brain
to which my consciousness must adapt on the one hand,
and on the other hand, from the different colouring of the
temporal periods of expression. They must be accepted as
they are, unless one is to dismiss unceremoniously everything
I bring from the eternal spirit to the earthly realm.
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My work would not be genuine were it not to show,
alongside the signs of the eternal, also the traces of earthly,
human imperfection!
The things which truly originate from the innermost core
of eternal spiritual life in its cosmos–transcending perfection
never need fear the errors implicit in earthly capacity of
expression.
“God wanted it so” –: was the answer Fra Angelico gave to
other painters of his time when they suggested alterations
to his pictures in order that they should be rendered more
perfect. –

IN ORDER TO ADHERE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
COPYRIGHT LAW, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT I GO
BY THE NAME OF JOSEPH ANTON SCHNEIDERFRANKEN
IN MY TEMPORAL LIFE, AND IN MY ETERNAL SPIRITUAL
BEING I AM UNCONDITIONALLY IN THE THREE
SYLLABLES:
BÔ YIN RÂ
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FINAL INDEX OF MY COMPLETE TEACHINGS
In the English of the standard-translation ©

1

THE BOOK
OF THE ROYAL ART
The light of Himavat and the words of the masters
The luminary speaks to the seeker
The harvest
The Infinite one
Know yourself
Of the spiritual masters
The danger of vanity
From the lands of the luminaries
The threshold
The king’s question
The journey
Easter night
Oneness
The will to joy
For all who strive for the light
The teaching
Epilogue

2

THE BOOK
ON THE LIVING GOD
‘The tabernacle of God with men’
The ‘White Lodge’
Supernatural experience
The Path
En Sôph
On searching for God
On deeds and works
On holiness and sin
The ‘occult’ world
The hidden temple
Karma
War and peace
The unity of religions
The will to find the light
The high powers of recognition
On death
On the spirit
The path to perfection
On eternal life
The light dwells in the east
Faith, talisman and divine image
The magic of the word
A call from Himavat
Eucharist

3

THE BOOK ON THE LIFE BEYOND
Introduction
The art of dying
On the ‘Temple of Eternity’ and the World of the Spirit
The one reality
What is to be done?

4

THE BOOK ON MAN
Introduction
The Mystery: ‘Man and Woman’
The Path of the Woman
The Path of the Man
Marriage
The child
New mankind
Epilogue
Final teaching!

5

THE BOOK ON HAPPINESS
The duty to be happy
‘I’ and ‘You’
Love
Wealth and Poverty
Money
Optimism

6

THE PATH TO GOD
Delusion and Belief
Certain Knowledge
The Dream of Souls
Truth and Reality
Yes and No.
The Great Struggle
Perfection

7

THE BOOK OF LOVE
The great man of love
On love’s original fire
The redeeming light
The creative power of love

8

THE BOOK OF COMFORT
On suffering and comfort
On the teachings of suffering
On every manner of folly
On the comforting power of work
On comfort for those who mourn

9

THE BOOK OF DIALOGUES
Confession
Knowledge and Occurrence
Light and Shade
The Power of the Spirit
The Jewel of the Heart
Crossing Over
Conversation on the Innermost East
Conversation on the Departure of the Perfected One
The Flower Garden
The Bad Pupils
The Night of the Trial
Individuality and Personality
The Realm of the Soul
Finding Oneself
On the Older Brothers of Mankind
Magic

10

THE SECRET
The Beginning
Conversation on the beach
Santo Spirito
Southern night
The rocky island
The sea journey

11

THE WISDOM OF JOHN
Portrait of the Master
The Luminary’s Earthly Path
The Aftermath
The Missive
The Pure Teaching
The Paraclete

12

SHOWING THE WAY
Promise
Phenomena and experience
Knowledge and teaching
Learning to read
Letters
Cult of personality
Critical activity
Who was Jakob Böhme?
The power of healing
Dangers of mysticism
Twentytwo teachings in verse

13

THE SPECTRE OF FREEDOM
Mirage
Necessity
Communality
Authority
The urge to associate
The failed economy
Competition
The craze for catchwords
Self-realisation
Religion
Science
Consiousness of reality

14

PATH OF MY PUPILS
Whom I accept as my pupil
A necessary distinction
Unnecessary self-torment
Unavoidable difficulties
Dynamic belief
The greatest obstacle
The pupil and his companions
Inner life and outer world
How my books are to be used

15

THE MYSTERY OF GOLGOTHA
The Mystery of Golgotha
The most dreadful of our enemies
Love and hatred
The growth of the soul
Spiritual guidance
Occult practices
Spiritualist mediums and artistic creation
At the source of life
“Admission to the White Lodge”
Foolish inventions

16

CULT - MAGIC AND MYTH
The work of man
Myth and reality
Myth and cult
Cult as magic
Magic and recognition
The inner light

17

THE MEANING OF LIFE
The appeal
The sin of the fathers
The supreme good
The ‘evil’ man
The revelation of the light world
The meaning of silence
Truth and truths

18

MORE LIGHT
To those tired of sleeping
The architects of the cathedral of humanity
Theosophy and pseudo-theosophy
On the three steps
What needs to be comprehended!
The mystery of artistic expression
Western-Eastern Magic
The light of the spirit in Christianity
The secret of the ancient cathedral building works
On the true service of God

19

HIGH GOAL
The call of the spirit
The two paths
On seeking and finding
On the eternal light
On colours of the light
On the high goal
On the paths of the ancients
On the blessing of work
On the power of love
The Master of Nazareth

20

RESURRECTION
Resurrection
The knowledge of the wise
Law and coincidence
Fruitless effort
The carnival of the occult
Inner voices
The magic of fear
The limits to omnipotence
The new life
Festive joy
The value of laughter
Mastering oneself
Perfection

21

WORLDS
Foreword
The guidance
The return
The visions
To conclude

SEQUENCE OF THE PICTURES
Emanation
“In principio erat Verbum”
“Lux in tenebris”
“Te Deum laudamus”
Space and Time
Original propagation
Seeds of worlds
Becoming worlds
Birth of the cosmos
Labyrinth
Need for manifestation
Astral light
Sodom
Inferno
“De profundis”
Revelation
Illumination
Fulfilment
Victory
Himavat

22

PSALMS
Inferno
Redemption
Recognition
Promise
Liberation
Fulfilment

23

MARRIAGE
On the sublime of holiness marriage
On love
On togetherness
On suffering and joy
On temptation and danger
On the pressures of the everyday
On the will to unanimity
On the transmission of happiness
On eternal attachment

24

ON PRAYER
The mystery of praying
Seek, and you shall find
Ask, and you shall receive
Knock, and it shall be opened unto you
Spiritual renewal
The way you ought to pray

25

SPIRIT AND FORM
The question
Outside and inside
Home and work
The form of joy
The form of suffering
The art of living

26

SCINTILLA
MANTRA PRACTICE
27

WORDS OF LIFE
Appeal
I
Retreat
Love
Deed
Struggle
Peace
Power
Life
Light
Trust
Enlightenment
Vow

28

ON THE EVERYDAY
Thirty-four poems, maxims and teachings in verse.
Part one.

29

ETERNAL REALITY
Twenty-seven teachings in verse in rhythmic style.
Part two..

30

LIFE IN THE LIGHT
Thirty-two teachings in verse
Part three.

31

LETTERS TO ONE AND MANY
Thirty chapters in the form of letters
and eighteen poems

32

HORTUS CONCLUSUS
Conversation at the gate
On the simplicity in everything eternal
On the changing position and on the ‘rungs’
On states of consciousness and help in suffering
On the consciousness of the departed
On the sublime commitment of the helpers
On the caricature of the eternal ‘I’
Once more on truth and reality
On temporal and eternal space
On the tradition of Asiatic religion
On the mystery of the east
On the forms of religion
On assent and faith
On false images of God
On the meaning of all teaching
Where I am merely a messenger
Those to whom I have nothing to say
On the eternal salvation of the soul
On the delaying desire to ask questions
On the temporal and the eternal soul
What remains after death
On a name and a makeshift
The conclusions one should reach oneself
On gross underestimation
On the plight of pastoral workers
How the eternal is ‘natural’ to itself
To conclude and goodbye

Massagno, summer 1936
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